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In Bankruptcy law，with various forms and complex case increasingly， 
substantive consolidation principle plays an important role.What's the process 
of it's evolution and development， What's the value system of the principle，
What's the similarities and differences compare to the other principle in the 
bankruptcy law ，For China，how to bring in the principle to it's legal system， 
and what's the operation mechanism in practice，etc.These issues will be 
discussed in this paper: 
Chapter 1 The constitutive、evolution、applicable and significance of 
substantive consolidation principle.In this chapter，paper will discusses the 
questions：The constitutive requirements uf the principle;The evolution and 
development;The applicable dispute of the principle and the significance in 
bankruptcy law of the principle. 
Chapter 2 The analysis of substantive consolidation principle with 
comparison method.In this chapter，this paper will discusses the similarities and 
differences compare to the other principle in the bankruptcy law，such as:The 
disregard of corporate personality principle;The benefit compensation 
principle;The offset banned principle and deep rock principle.Through the 
comparison，the understanding and applying of the principle will be a more 
in-depth. 
Chapter 3 The international process of substantive consolidation principle. 
In this chapter，the United States，Japan，New Zealand，Canada，Australia and 
even such the international organization——United Nations，has brought in the 
substantive consolidation principle to it's legal system.And Taiwan area with 
the merger of financial statements can be regarded as a kind of Substantive 
consolidation principle and attempt to bring in the principle. 














definitely necessary Bring in The Substantive consolidation principle，then the 
necessity and urgency? 
Chapter 5 In this chapter，this paper will discusses this:the necessity and 
the prudentia;the basic principles and the set-up procedure;the jrisdiction 
principles and the burden of proof;the voting procedure and the manager 
system;the worker protection under the doctrin and so on，this chapter will be 
detailed.  
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